
Year 11
Subject Selection



Students at St John’s Grammar School make significant choices from a great range of options when selecting 

subjects for Year 11. Students will hopefully be focusing on their passions and considering possible pathways 

through subject areas, whilst considering those they may wish to pursue in Year 12 and beyond.

There are two core subjects in Stage 1 of the SACE (Year 11): English and Mathematics. Successful completion of a 

full year of English and at least a semester of Mathematics (most students will undertake a full year) is required for 

students to achieve their SACE. The other compulsory subject for SACE is the single-semester Stage 2 Research 

Project, which can be completed in Year 11 or Year 12. 

Students primarily complete SACE Stage 1 courses in Year 11, which give students 10 credits for one semester and 

20 credits for a full year. St John’s students typically finish Year 11 with at least 120 SACE credits and this is useful to 

keep in mind when students are deciding if they would like to choose an elective or study line in each semester. For 

further advice, they are welcome to speak with their Head of House or with me.

Year 11 is another great opportunity for students to challenge themselves, by selecting subjects that they have a 

genuine interest in. Students should be academically ambitious, and choose subjects that represent an appropriate 

level of challenge whilst opening up further study options for Year 12 and beyond. The following pages provide an 

overview of the subjects offered in Year 11, with Elective subjects ordered alphabetically and information regarding 

VET at the end. After this are key details regarding the subject selection process and key dates, including the Online 

Senior School Subject and Careers Evening.

Nick Raimondo

Leader of Learning and Curriculum

Introduction

Week 2

• Senior School Subject and Careers Evening Wednesday 28 July

• Students are given access codes, a password and the web address to enter their subject 

selections online via webpreferences

Weeks 2-3
• Students speak with relevant staff members and their parents to gain advice about 2022 

subject selection.

Week 3 • Subject selections for Years 10-12 2022 entered on webpreferences by Friday 6 August

Week 4
• Formal subject selection interviews with students and parents are conducted in Week 4. 

Students’ subject selections are confirmed and finalised at these interviews.

Key Dates and Information for Subject 
Selection in Term 3
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Core Subjects
Year 11 English 

To successfully complete their SACE, students must achieve a C grade or better in two semesters (20 credits) of their 

chosen English subject. Year 11 students must choose one of the following courses, detailed below:

• English Literary Studies

• English

• Essential English

• English as an Additional Language (EAL)

Stage 1 English Literary Studies – Full Year (20 credits)

Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of Year 10 English.

Stage 1 English Literary Studies students explore complex texts presented in a range of forms, including classic novels, 

Shakespearean and modern plays, poetry and film. They will compose analytical response texts as well as a smaller 

number of creative tasks. Students have the opportunity to develop their appreciation of literary texts and strengthen their 

considerable writing skills as well as their public speaking skills. 

Topics studied include:

• One novel study per semester

• Drama study (Shakespeare’s Macbeth or Rose’s Twelve Angry Men, for example)

• Intertextual study, analysing a novel and a film (or equivalent)

• Transformative text with writer’s statement

• An article for the Year 11 Literary Magazine

• One spoken or multimedia presentation per semester

Each semester students will complete four SACE assessments, comprising a combination of analytical assignments, creative 

tasks, and one intertextual assignment. There will also be a 90 minute Critical Reading examination each semester. Students 

will have the opportunity to examine independently selected texts at points in the year. The assignments are designed to build 

on skills and prepare students for success in Stage 2.

This course leads to the Year 12 subjects: Stage 2 English Literary Studies or Stage 2 English.



Stage 1 English – Full Year (20 Credits)

Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of Year 10 English.

Stage 1 English provides students the opportunity to develop their proficiency in using the English language for a range of 

purposes. Students will respond to a variety of text types including film, novels, short stories and plays, and will have more 

opportunities to undertake creative assignments. Both written and oral language skills will be fostered as students develop 

their creative and analytical skills. 

Topics studied include:

• Creative text production with writer’s statement

• Producing articles for the Year 11 Magazine

• Novel study

• Film study

• Intertextual language study

• Spoken or multimedia presentation skills

Each semester, students will complete four SACE assessments, comprising a combination of two creative tasks, one analytical 

task, and one intertextual comparative task. Students will have an opportunity to shape their course with personal selection 

of creative tasks and independent texts, as they build their skills in both creative writing and analysis. The assignments are 

designed to prepare students for success in Stage 2 English. This course leads to Year 12 Stage 2 English.

Stage 1 Essential English – Full Year

Prerequisites: Completion of Year 10 Foundation English or Year 10 English.

In Stage 1 Essential English, students read, speak, respond to and compose texts, establishing connections between language 

used in familiar and unfamiliar contexts. There is an emphasis on flexibility and student negotiated tasks. Both written and oral 

language skills pertinent to social interaction and future vocation will be fostered. Topics studied include:

• Extended prose text

• Film study

• Poetry study

• Procedural language study

• Informative language study

Each semester, students will complete four SACE assessments, comprising a combination of two creative tasks, and two 

analytical tasks. Responses can be written, oral or multimodal, and although length can vary, no task should exceed 800 

words or five minutes. There is no examination for this course.

This course leads to Year 12 Stage 2 Essential English.



Stage 1 English as an Additional Language (EAL) – Full Year 

This course is undertaken by students for whom English is not their primary (first) language. Stage 1 English as an Additional 

Language is designed to improve students’ general proficiency in using the English language and there is an emphasis on 

communication, comprehension, analysis and text creation. Students extend their knowledge of grammar and vocabulary 

through whole class, individual, and small group activities, and are encouraged to use technology to enhance their language 

and presentation skills. Topics studied include:

• Film study

• Interview study

• Literary text study

• Short text comparison

Each semester, students will complete four tasks, both written and oral. One of these texts must be a literary text, such as 

a novel. Students must also complete an interactive study where they must conduct an interview and present their findings 

as a report. Finally, students will undertake discussion tasks where they work with their teacher and/or a small group to 

demonstrate their understanding and presentation skills. Please note that eligibility criteria apply for students wishing to 

undertake EAL. This course leads to the Year 12 subject Stage 2 English as an Additional Language.

Year 11 Mathematics

Students must achieve a C grade or higher in 10 credits (one semester) of a Stage 1 Mathematics subject to gain their 

SACE. At St John’s Grammar School students typically study 20 credits (two semesters) of Mathematics in Year 11. The 

course options are listed and detailed below: 

• Mathematics Essential 

• Mathematics General

• Mathematical Methods

• Mathematics Specialist

• Stage 2 Mathematical Methods

Stage 1 Essential Mathematics – Full Year

Prerequisites: Successful completion of the Year 10 Mathematics Essential course

This two-semester course meets the needs of students who are interested in gaining skills required in the workplace and 

in everyday life. They will learn how to approach new challenges by investigating, modelling, reasoning, visualising and 

problem-solving. Communicating their results to others is also a focus of the course. The course design is flexible and may 

be composed of topics such as financial management, business applications, measurement and geometry and statistics.

Assessment includes summative tests, investigations, and examinations at the end of each semester. The course prepares 

students for the SACE Stage 2 Essential Mathematics. This subject is intended for students planning to pursue a career in a 

range of trades or vocations. 



Stage 1 General Mathematics – Full Year

Prerequisites: Successful completion of the Year 10 Mathematics General or Mathematics 10/10A course.

The topics cover a diverse range of applications of mathematics, including personal financial management, measurement 

and trigonometry, the statistical investigation process, modelling using linear and non-linear functions, and discrete modelling 

using networks and matrices.

Assessment tasks include project and assignment work, formative and summative tests, investigations and examinations.

This course prepares students for Year 11 General or Essential Mathematics courses.

Stage 1 Mathematical Methods – Full Year 

Prerequisites: Successful completion of the Year 10 Mathematics 10/10A course at the A or B grade level.

Mathematical Methods includes the topics of Functions and Graphs, Polynomials, Trigonometry, Counting & Statistics, 

Introductory Calculus and Growth and Decay. The development of skills of investigating, analysing, evaluating and inferring 

form a crucial part of the program, highlighted by the many investigative tasks and project work incorporated. Technological 

tools (graphics calculators and graphing/geometric software) are extensively employed.

Assessment includes summative tests and investigations. Examinations occur at the end of both semesters.

The course is a prerequisite for the Stage 2 subject Mathematics Methods and Specialist and must be studied for both 

semesters if you wish to proceed onto these courses.

Stage 1 Specialist Mathematics – Full Year 

Prerequisites: Successful completion of the Year 10 Mathematics 10/10A course at the A or B level.

This subject is to be taken in conjunction with the Stage 1 subject Mathematical Methods. Topics studied in depth are 

Arithmetic and Geometric Sequences and Series, Geometry, Vectors, Further Trigonometry, matrices and Real and 

complex numbers. The course encourages students to theorise, explore and make conjectures and proofs based on a 

host of mathematical principles and is complemented by a large range of investigations and tests. Graphics calculators are 

extensively employed .

This subject caters for those students who want to continue their studies in Mathematics at the tertiary level in fields such 

as mathematical science, engineering, computer science, physics and chemistry. Assessment includes summative tests, 

investigations, and exams at the end of each semester. The course is a pre-requisite for the Stage 2 subject Mathematics 

Specialist and must be studied in conjunction with Stage 2 Mathematical Methods for both semesters if you wish to study 

Stage 2 Mathematics Specialist.



Stage 2 Mathematical Methods – Full Year

Prerequisites: Stage 1 Mathematical Methods course (2 semesters) at the A or B grade level.

Mathematical Methods develops an increasingly complex and sophisticated understanding of calculus and statistics. Students 

develop a deep understanding of the physical world by studying functions, their derivatives and integrals, mathematical 

modelling and relationships involving rates of change. The study of statistics allows students to describe and analyse 

phenomena that involve uncertainty and variation.

This subject provides the foundation for further study in mathematics, economics, computer science, and the physical 

sciences. When studied with Specialist Mathematics this subject can be a pathway to advanced engineering, physics or 

chemical engineering courses. Mathematical Methods also prepares students for courses and careers that may involve the 

use of statistics, such as health or social sciences.

Assessment includes six Skills and Applications Tasks (50%), one Investigation (20%) and a final external examination (30%).



Elective Subjects
Stage 2 Research Project – One Semester

The Research Project can be undertaken in Year 11 or 12. It is a compulsory course in which students must achieve a C- 

grade or higher to obtain their SACE. 

The Research Project is an exciting opportunity for students to develop research skills and extend their knowledge in a topic 

of interest, whilst developing project management, analysis and evaluation skills important for work and further study. It 

requires students to use their creativity and initiative, whilst developing key research, communication and presentation skills.

There are two Research Project courses offered in the SACE – Research Project A and Research Project B. Previously only 

Research Project B could contribute to a student’s Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR), but following changes made by 

SATAC, Research Project A can now also contribute to the ATAR. 

Research Project A assessments require slightly less content and lower word limits overall, but the primary difference 

between Research Project A and B is the final externally assessed (30%) component. Research Project A requires students to 

complete a Review, in which they reflect on their experiences during the Research Project, using language they are familiar 

with. Conversely, Research Project B involves the completion of an Evaluation, which requires high level evaluation, analytical 

and interpretation skills. Upon beginning the Research Project, students will need to determine if they intend to undertake 

Research Project A or B. This decision should be made in consultation with their Research Project teacher.

Stage 1 Accounting – One Semester

Accounting students learn the practical skills needed to manage their own financial affairs and develop an understanding of 

the ethical considerations that affect financial decision-making.

They learn about the successful management of financial affairs in business, gain knowledge and skills related to accounting 

processes for organisational and business applications, and develop greater understanding of accounting concepts and 

standards and their use to generate financial reports. Students learn how to interpret financial information and convey this 

information to interested users. With changes to how businesses are controlling their finances, students will learn how to use 

a computerised accounting program.

Topics covered include the environment of accounting, personal financial management, keeping cash records, business 

documents and financial reports. Assessment will include skills and application tasks (reports, case studies and tests) and an 

investigation report. 



Stage 1 Biology – One or Two Semesters

Prerequisites: To be confident of success in Year 11 Biology, students should have attained at least a B grade in Year 10 

Science Biology topics, and at least a C grade in the Year 10 end of semester examinations. Biology is the study of organisms 

and how they interact with each other and the non-living environment. 

The Semester 1 course covers the following topics:

• Structures and functions of cells 

• The diversity of microorganisms and their roles in ecosystems

• Biodiversity and ecosystem dynamics

• Advances in biology and its interactions with society

The Semester 2 course covers the following topics:

• Infectious diseases, and the body’s defence against them 

• Issues relating to infectious diseases that affect society

• The structure and function of tissues, organs and systems in multicellular organisms

• Advances in biology and its interactions with society

The course is designed to help students use the knowledge and skills they acquire to critically evaluate information and 

apply it in creative ways to solve problems. Students will develop their skills in evidence-based communication in a variety of 

formats, including the formulation of balanced ethical arguments. Assessment will include tests and examinations, laboratory 

investigations and written reports, and Science as Human Endeavour research tasks. This course leads to SACE Stage 2 

Biology.

Stage 1 Business Innovation – One Semester

Business Innovation is a 10-credit subject that prepares students to develop and apply their understanding of business 

concepts through the context of an existing business, product, or service. Teachers may present problems or scenarios 

relating to an existing business, product, or service, or they may choose to enable students to engage directly with local 

businesses. Through a structured approach to business improvement and change management, students engage in the 

process of identifying new opportunities while exploring and communicating the costs and benefits in terms of the overall 

business model. 

      

Through the context of existing businesses, students develop and apply their understanding of the following learning strands: 

• finding and solving problems

• financial awareness and decision-making 

• business information and communication 

• global, local, and digital connections. 

Students gain an understanding of fundamental business concepts and ideas, including the nature and structure of business, 

key business functions and forms of ownership and legal responsibilities. Assessment comprises of a business pitch to a panel, 

reports, completion of a business model and business skills tasks. 



Stage 1 Chemistry – Full Year 

Prerequisites:  To be confident of succeeding in this subject, students should have achieved at least a B grade in the Year 

10 Science Chemistry topics and at least a C in the end of semester examinations. They should have also reached similar 

achievements in Year 10 Mathematics.  

This course covers the following topics:

• Materials and their Atoms

• Combinations of Atoms

• Molecules

• Mixtures and Solutions

• Acids and Bases

• Redox Reactions

The course is designed to assist students to acquire a knowledge of Chemistry, apply their knowledge of Chemistry to solve 

problems, analyse and evaluate critically, recognise the study of Chemistry as a human activity and develop scientific literacy 

and communication skills. Assessment will include tests and examinations, laboratory investigations and written reports, 

written research tasks, assignments and Science as Human Endeavour tasks. This course leads to SACE Stage 2 Chemistry.

Stage 1 Drama – One or Two Semesters 

Prerequisites: Students must be prepared to work in team situations, spend time rehearsing outside of school hours when 

required and be willing to perform to the school community. In Drama, students develop their creativity, collaboration, 

critical thinking, and communication skills. They refine their literacy, numeracy, ethical understanding, and intercultural 

understanding, and develop self-belief and self-confidence. 

Performance 

For a performance, students work collaboratively through the framework of the Company and Performance area of study to 

conceive, explore, develop, produce, refine, and perform (or present) a dramatic work or product. They apply the dramatic 

process by undertaking roles and collaborating in an ensemble to achieve individual and shared outcomes.  

Responding to Drama 

Students demonstrate their understanding, analysis, and evaluation of professionally created dramatic works and/or events 

(such as theatre, workshops and masterclasses) in an oral, multimodal, or written response.  

Creative Synthesis 

In a creative synthesis task, students apply the dramatic process to a published dramatic text or self-devised piece to create 

a concept or vision for a hypothetical (or actual) dramatic product. In the creation of their product, students also apply 

technology imaginatively and innovatively, and take creative risks.  

Roles that students may adopt include, but are not limited to designer, director, film-maker, playwright or screenwriter or 

actor. 



Stage 1 Digital Technologies – One Semester

Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of 10 Digital Technologies.

Students create practical, innovative solutions to problems of interest. By extracting, interpreting, and modelling real-world 

data sets, students identify trends to examine sustainable solutions to problems. They investigate how potential solutions 

are influenced by current and projected social, economic, environmental, and ethical considerations, including relevance, 

originality, appropriateness, and sustainability.

 

Students use computational thinking skills and strategies to identify, deconstruct, and solve problems. They analyse and 

evaluate data, test hypotheses, make decisions based on evidence, and create solutions. Through the study of Digital 

Technologies, students are encouraged to take ownership of problems and design, code, validate, and evaluate their 

solutions. In doing so, they develop and extend their understanding of designing and programming, including basic 

constructs involved in coding, array processing, and modularisation.

Digital Technologies promotes learning through initiative, collaboration, creativity, and communication using project-based 

and inquiry-based approaches. This course is designed as a foundation for Stage 2 Digital Technologies. 

Stage 1 Food and Hospitality – One Semester

Prerequisites: It is strongly recommended that students complete one Food Technology course in Years 8–10 prior to 

enrolling in this course. 

Stage 1 Food and Hospitality examines the dynamic nature of the food and hospitality Industry. Students will develop 

advanced skills in the selection, preparation and presentation of foods. They investigate and discuss contemporary food and 

hospitality issues and current management practices and explore concepts such as the legal and environmental aspects 

of food production, trends in food and hospitality, consumer protection, and the nutritional impact of healthy eating. This 

subject integrates active problem-solving approaches to learning. Each unit takes topics from the areas outlined below: 

• Contemporary and Future Issues

• Economic and Environmental Influences

• Political and Legal Influences

• Sociocultural Influences

• Technological Influences

Assessment is school-based. Students demonstrate evidence of their learning through Practical Activities, one Group Activity 

and an Investigation. For a practical activity and/or group activity, students undertake either an action plan or a research 

task. Tasks may include planning a preparing a high tea, signature dessert, food festival, airline meal, and designing a food 

magazine. This course leads to the Year 12 SACE Stage 2 Food and Hospitality subject.

 



Stage 1 Geography – One or Two Semesters

Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of Year 10 Geography. 

Geography is a 10-credit (1 semester) or a 20-credit (2 semester) subject at Stage 1. Through the study of Geography, 

students develop an understanding of the spatial interrelationships between people, places, and environments. They 

appreciate the complexity of our world, the diversity of its environments, and the challenges and associated opportunities 

facing Australia and the world.  

Semester 1:

• The human and environmental cost of biological and human-induced hazards

• The geography of cities and the possibility of sustainable urban places

• Contemporary issues investigation: students select a current geographical issue to research

Semester 2:

• The human and environmental cost of natural hazards

• Bushfire risk assessment and management 

• Mega cities and urban futures 

• Global issues investigation: students select a current global geographical issue to research.

Students produce at least two geographical skills and applications tasks and conduct two fieldwork investigations. This course 

leads to SACE Stage 2 Geography.

Stage 1 Health and Wellbeing – One Semester

Prerequisites: successful completion of Year 10 Purposely Well.

Students will study the health and wellbeing of individuals, communities, and global societies in the environments they share 

and explore a holistic approach by considering the physical, emotional, social, mental and spiritual dimensions of health and 

wellbeing. 

While studying Stage 1 Health, students will develop skills in health literacy by establishing the skills to research and 

understand different sources of information and advice, and how to interpret and make decisions about their own and others’ 

health and wellbeing. They will develop an understanding of the factors that determine health and wellbeing outcomes. 

Students also explore the importance of social equity, and how inequalities can influence the health and wellbeing of 

individuals and communities. Critically, students will take action to lead health promotion strategies that may empower others 

to take control of their health and wellbeing and will address a range of contemporary issues and current trends. 

Assessment will include an Issues Inquiry and two Practical Actions, where students will demonstrate evidence of their critical 

thinking, application and reflective practice. This course leads to SACE Stage 2 Health and Wellbeing.



Stage 2 Indonesian Continuers – Full Year 

Prerequisites: successful completion of Stage 1 Indonesian 

In the SACE Stage 2 Indonesian course students interact with others to share information, ideas, opinions and experiences. 

They create texts in language to express information, feelings, ideas and opinions. They analyse texts to interpret meaning, 

and examine relationships between language, culture and identity, and reflect on the ways in which culture influences 

communication. Assessment tasks fall under the three SACE strands of Communication, Understanding Language and 

Understanding Culture. Students will be assessed in the following manner:

Assessment Type 1: Folio (50%) There are three assessments for the folio: Interaction, Text Production and Text Analysis. 

Students will undertake all three assessments for the folio at least once.  

Assessment Type 2: In-depth Study (20%) There are three assessments for the in-depth study:

• One oral presentation (3 to 5 minutes)

• One written response (600 characters/500 words)

• One reflective response in English (600 words or 5 to 7 minutes). 

Assessment Type 3: Examination (30%) The examination consists of two assessments:

• An oral examination

• A written examination

Stage 1 Industrial & Entrepreneurial Solutions (CAD) – One Semester

Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of 10 Technology - CAD

Stage 1 Industrial & Entrepreneurial Solutions (CAD) enables students to extend and apply their knowledge and understanding 

of digital technologies to create and share technical products in both Mechanical and Architectural design fields. 

Course focus is on creating designs that effectively communicate and showcase student developed concepts. In Mechanical 

Design students engage in a range of skills tasks before designing and developing a children’s toy. The final product is printed 

on the school’s 3D printer with product effectiveness tested on a target audience in the Junior School. In Architectural Design 

students create and showcase a futuristic school building of their own design, developing an animation of an alternate school 

layout that includes all buildings developed by the class. 

Students can choose either Mechanical or Architectural design as the platform for their major product; researching, designing, 

developing and evaluating a product based on an identified need. 

Students should choose this subject if they are interested in a career in Engineering, Manufacturing, Construction, Architecture, 

Design or Drafting. This course leads to Stage 2 Industrial and Entrepreneurial Solutions (CAD).



Stage 2 Japanese Continuers – Full Year 

Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of Stage 1 Japanese.

The Stage 2 course is a continuation of the Stage 1 course and shares the same broad goals, emphases and themes. There 

are three prescribed themes: The Individual, Japanese-speaking Communities and The Changing World. The themes allow 

students to explore the authentic use of Japanese language. 

‘The Individual’ theme enables students to explore aspects of their personal world, for example, sense of self, aspirations, 

personal values, opinions, ideas, and relationships with others. This theme also enables students to study topics from the 

perspectives of other people. The theme ‘The Japanese-speaking Communities’ explores topics from the perspectives 

of diverse individuals and groups within those communities or the communities as a whole, and encourages students to 

reflect on their own attitudes, beliefs, and values and develop an understanding of how culture and identity are expressed 

through language. The theme ‘The Changing World’ enables students to explore change as it affects the world of work and 

technology. Students complete Stage 2 Japanese with an ability to authentically communicate both orally and in written form 

across a range of topics both within and beyond the classroom. Assessment at Stage 2 is in accordance with SACE subject 

guidelines and comprises of 4 tasks in a Folio at 50%, 3 tasks in an In-depth Study at 20%, and an external written and oral 

exam equalling 30%.

Stage 1 Legal Studies – One Semester 

Prerequisites: Nil but competency in writing skills is recommended.

Legal Studies is a 10-credit subject which focuses on providing students with an understanding of the role of the law in 

maintaining social cohesion and managing social change. Students examine the Australian legal system. They read and write 

about, and discuss, analyse and debate issues. Students use a variety of methods to investigate legal issues, such as observing 

the law in action in courts and through various media. The core topic is Law and Society and the option topics studied 

include Law-making and Justice and Society. Students participate in mock trials and gain an in depth understanding of the 

Australian Legal System. Assessment includes oral and multimedia presentations; interviews, debates, essays and tests; one 

issues study presentation. 

 

Stage 1 Media – One or Two Semesters

Prerequisites: Students who have successfully completed at least one semester of 9/10 Media, or who have developed their 

media skills and knowledge outside of school, can take the Stage 1 course. While this is open to Year 10 and Year 11 students, 

doing this Stage 1 subject in Year 11 is preferable for the maturity of students’ skills (particularly for the written components).

Students of Stage 1 Media will gain an understanding of how ideas are communicated and how audiences and individuals 

interpret, interact with, and respond to media. They will explore a range of media types, and experiment with creating a range

     Continued next page...



 of different media. Students will develop media literacy and production skills by critically observing media practice, critically 

analysing media texts, and creating media products.

Assessment consists of 3 components:

• Assessment Type 1: Folio (1 or 2 Media Explorations)

• Assessment Type 2: Product (1 or 2 Products)

• Assessment Type 3: Interaction Study (1 task)

Stage 1 Modern History – One or Two Semesters

Prerequisites: Successful completion of a semester of History at Year 10. Students who did not undertake History at Year 10 

may negotiate with the Head of Department. 

In the study of Modern History at Stage 1, students explore changes within the world since 1750, examining developments 

and movements of significance, the ideas that inspired them, and their short- and  long- term consequences on societies, 

systems and individuals. The course breakdown is as follows:   

Semester 1  

• Imperialism 

• Women’s Movements  

• 1917: Revolutions in Russia                

Semester 2  

• Decolonisation 

• The Cold War  

• The Civil Rights Movement in the United States  

For each semester the students will complete three historical skills assessments to a total of 2400 words if written or a 

maximum of 15 minutes if oral or the equivalent in multi-modal. They will also complete one historical study assessment to 

a total of 1000 words if written or a maximum of 6 minutes if oral or the equivalent in multi-modal form. A two-hour end of 

semester exam is undertaken. This course leads to Stage 2 Modern History.   

Stage 1 Music Advanced – Two Semesters

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Year 10 Music, achieving a C grade or higher. All students are expected to have had at 

least 3 years of instrumental tuition on their chosen instrument/voice and continue lessons during the course of the year. 

Topics studied include: 

• Solo Ensemble

• Ensemble Performance 

• Arranging

• Sonata Form & Musical Theatre 

• Musical Analysis and Reflection               Continued next page...



For the practical component students are assigned to a small ensemble consisting of members from the class. Students 

research and arrange repertoire, rehearse, perform and evaluate their musical performance within these ensembles, with the 

aim that the ensemble is student directed. Students must complete 20 credits of Stage 1 Music in order to commence Stage 2 

Music. This course leads to all Stage 2 Music subjects.

Stage 1 Philosophy – One Semester

Prerequisites: Previous experience with Philosophy is recommended.

This practical Year 11 course emphasises Philosophical Inquiry skills within 3 key areas: Ethics, Epistemology and Metaphysics. 

The course is intended to be practical, rather than overly theoretical in nature. Students will learn to identify philosophical 

issues, and to think critically, creatively and independently about them.

For their assessment, students will undertake complete a Folio of work on each of the 3 key areas, a Guided Issue Study on 

Globalisation, and a Free Choice Issue Study. There are no prerequisites for the course. However, students who know that 

they would like to study Philosophy in senior years are encouraged to study it at earlier year levels too. 

Stage 1 Physical Education – One or Two Semesters

Prerequisites: At least C grade in Year 10 Physical Education or Sports Science is preferred.

Learning is delivered through an integrated approach in which opportunities are provided for students to undertake, and learn 

through, a wide range of authentic physical activities (e.g. sports, theme-based games, laboratories, fitness and recreational 

activities). They learn experientially, encouraging the development of their capabilities and skills, such as critical and creative 

thinking, communication and collaboration.

Key ideas include: 

• Skill acquisition

• Analysis of movement concepts

• Application of energy sources

• Effects of training on performance

• Physiological barriers to participation

• Learning and refining skills.

Assessment Tasks (3-4 tasks 30-40% each)

• Assessment Type 1: Improvement Analysis Students participate in a variety of physical activities focusing on one or more 

movement concepts.

• Assessment Type 2: Physical Activity Investigation Students participate in one or more physical activities to investigate 

how personal, social and cultural factors affect, or are influenced by, participation.

The skills and knowledge developed in this course will directly relate to and provide important preparation for Stage 2 Physical 

Education. 



Stage 1 Physics – Full Year

Prerequisites: To be confident of succeeding in this subject, students should have achieved at least a B grade in the Year 

10 Science Physics topics and at least a C in the end of semester examinations. They should have also reached similar 

achievements in Year 10 Mathematics. Students require a strong mathematical background to succeed in Physics and should 

enjoy Mathematics as well as Science. 

This course covers the following topics:

• Linear motion and Forces

• Electric Circuits

• Heat

• Energy and Momentum

• Waves

• Nuclear Models and Radioactivity

This course will allow students to:

• Understand physics, and to apply their knowledge of physics to solve problems

• Analyse and evaluate critically

• Recognise the study of physics as a human activity

• Develop scientific literacy and communication skills

Assessments include tests, examinations, practical skills, laboratory investigation reports, research assignments and Science 

as an Human Endeavour tasks. This course leads to, and is a prerequisite for, Stage 2 Physics.

Stage 1 Psychology – One or Two Semesters

his course develops students’ understanding of the concepts and methods of Psychology. Psychology is an evidence-based 

subject and includes a study of scientific methods in relation to psychological inquiry. Students will be involved in an empirical 

investigation where they will need to analyse data and write a report. The consideration of ethical issues in relation to research 

is also crucial and will be covered in the course. 

Students who choose Psychology in Stage 1 will have the opportunity to study two of the following topics per semester 

(different topics are covered in each semester):  

• Cognitive Psychology 

• Neuropsychology 

• Lifespan Psychology 

• Emotion 

• Psychological Wellbeing 

• Psychology in Context 

Assessment for each semester course will include an empirical investigation, a Science as a Human Endeavour task, a presentation 

about a psychological concept and a test. Each course leads to Stage 2 Psychology. However, completion of any semester 

course is not required in order to study Stage 2 Psychology.   



Stage 1 Material Solutions – Construction – One or Two Semesters

As in previous years, this course will be hands on, involving the three key elements of Design and Technology: Critiquing, 

Designing and Making. The course is offered as two separate semester units.

The emphasis of the course is on timber construction and industry. Student work is based around the investigation, design, 

production and evaluation of their own designed products. As students are making their own products, the cost of materials 

used for projects will be charged to the student. 

Assessment tasks include:

• Design folio

• Issues - Research essay

• Regular Assignments

• Construction of designed quality products and skills tasks

Stage 1 Visual Arts – Art – One or Two Semesters

Prerequisites: Completion of Year 10 Visual Arts or Design is preferred.

This course is structured to cover three assessment components: Visual Thinking, Practical Resolution and Visual Arts 

in Context. The course is designed to cater to the specific needs of the student cohort, allowing for some individually 

negotiated aspects. The broad area of Art encompasses both artistic and contemporary crafting methods and outcomes. The 

processes of creation include the initiation and development of ideas, research, analysis, and experimentation with media and 

technique. Students are encouraged to refine existing skills and to work more independently when executing major works.

Visual Arts engages students in conceptual, practical, analytical, and contextual aspects of creative human endeavour.  An 

integral part of Visual Arts is the documentation of visual thinking. Students learn to communicate personal ideas, values, 

thoughts, feelings, and opinions, provide observations of their lived or imagined experiences, and represent these in visual 

form. Through ideation and experimentation in a diversity of media, processes, and techniques, students demonstrate a 

range of skills and aesthetic qualities.

The practical component will allow students to create a folio of works along with one major work. Students will investigate 

historical and contemporary art within the Visual Arts in Context part of the course. 

Assessment tasks include: 

• Art Folio 

• Practical 

• Visual study

This course is a recommended prerequisite for students intending to study at Stage 2. Students can enrol in Visual Arts – Art 

and/or Visual Arts – Design.



Stage 1 Visual Arts – Design – One or Two Semesters

Prerequisites: Completion of Year 10 Visual Arts or Design is preferred.

Visual Arts – Design encompasses communication design, environmental design, and product design. It emphasises a problem-

solving approach to initiation and the generation of ideas or concepts, and the development of visual representation skills to 

communicate resolutions. This course is structured to cover three assessment components: Practical, Contemporary Practice 

and Investigative Study.

Through engaging in the design process students will have opportunities to develop and refine their skills in creative problem 

solving, visualising, presenting and communicating their ideas. Appropriate technologies will be utilised as required. The practical 

component will allow students to create a folio of works along with one major work. Students will investigate historical and 

contemporary art within the Visual Arts in Context part of the course as applied to Design. This course is a recommended 

prerequisite for students intending to study at Stage 2.

Vocational Education and Training (VET)
Vocational Education and Training (VET) forms an integral piece of the Australian education system. The sector partners 

with industry and government to equip people, particularly younger people, with workplace-specific skills and knowledge 

designed to meet current and future employment demands. Vocational Education and Training in schools involves courses 

in a range of areas that are vocationally oriented. Various private providers and TAFE offer these courses. Students may study 

the courses off-site, sometimes at other schools and they often involve a work placement component. Courses are nationally 

accredited, offer SACE credits and may help TAFE or even university entry. They can also be a pathway into apprenticeships 

and the workforce. The courses are offered both during school and after hours and a fee applies. 

For details of courses available and enrolment procedures, please contact VET Coordinator, Virginia Castine, at 

vcastine@stjohns.sa.edu.au 



Subject Pathways   Mathematics

SACE Stage 1 
Essential 

Mathematics

SACE Stage 2 
Essential 

Mathematics

SACE Stage 2 
General 

Mathematics*

SACE Stage 2 
Specialist 

Mathematics

SACE Stage 2 
Mathematical 

Methods**

SACE Stage 1 
General 

Mathematics

10 
Mathematics 

General

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

SACE Stage 1 
Mathematics:

SpecialistMethods

10/10A 
Mathematics

7-9 Mathematics

10 
Mathematics 

Essential

*recommended minimum B+ grade from Stage 1 General Mathematics, or C grade from 
Stage 1 pre-Methods, to proceed to Stage 2 General Mathematics

** recommended minimum B grade from Stage 1 pre-Methods to proceed to Stage 2 
Methods

10 Advanced 
Mathematics



Subject Pathways   Mathematics

SACE Stage 1 
Essential 

Mathematics

SACE Stage 2 
Essential 

Mathematics

SACE Stage 2 
General 

Mathematics*

SACE Stage 2 
Specialist 

Mathematics

SACE Stage 2 
Mathematical 

Methods**

SACE Stage 1 
General 

Mathematics

10 
Mathematics 

General

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

SACE Stage 1 
Mathematics:

SpecialistMethods

10/10A 
Mathematics

7-9 Mathematics

10 
Mathematics 

Essential

*recommended minimum B+ grade from Stage 1 General Mathematics, or C grade from 
Stage 1 pre-Methods, to proceed to Stage 2 General Mathematics

** recommended minimum B grade from Stage 1 pre-Methods to proceed to Stage 2 
Methods

10 Advanced 
Mathematics



Subject Pathways   English

SACE Stage 
2 English

SACE Stage 2 
English Literary 

Studies

* Eligibility conditions apply for EAL studies

SACE Stage 1 
English

SACE Stage 1 
English as an 

Additional 
Language*

SACE Stage 2 
English as an 

Additional 
Language*

10 EAL*

SACE Stage 1 
English Literary 

Studies

SACE Stage 1 
Essential 
English

SACE Stage 2 
Essential 
English

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

7-10 English



Subject Pathways   Humanities

SACE Stage 1 
Modern History

SACE Stage 2 
Modern History

SACE Stage 1 
Geography

10 History (all students)
10 World History (elective)

10 Geography

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

SACE Stage 2 
Geography

7-9 Humanities

SACE Stage 2 
Research 

Project (Year 11 
or 12 –

compulsory)

SACE Stage 1 
Philosophy

10 Philosophy

SACE Stage 2 
Philosophy

7-9 Philosophy



Subject Pathways   Sciences

SACE Stage 1 
Physics

SACE Stage 2 
Physics

SACE Stage 2 
Chemistry

SACE Stage 2 
Biology

SACE Stage 1 
Chemistry

SACE Stage 1 
Biology

10 Science (all students)

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

SACE Stage 
2 

Psychology

SACE Stage 1 
Psychology

10 
Psychology



Subject Pathways   Performing Arts

7-10 Music

SACE Stage 2 
Music Performance 
Solo and Ensemble

SACE 
Stage 2 
Drama

SACE Stage 1 Drama

7-10 Drama

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

SACE Stage 2 
Music Explorations

SACE Stage 1 Music



Subject Pathways   Technologies

SACE Stage 1 
Material 
Solutions

SACE Stage 1 
Digital 

Communications 
Solutions (CAD)

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

SACE Stage 1 
Food & 

Hospitality

SACE Stage 1 
Digital 

Technologies

SACE Stage 2 
Material 
Solutions

(Construction)

SACE Stage 2 
Digital 

Communications 
Solutions (CAD)

SACE Stage 2 
Food & 

Hospitality

SACE Stage 2 
Digital 

Technologies

10 Material 
Solutions

10 Digital 
Technologies

10 Food 
Technology

10 Energy 
Systems & 

CAD

8-9 Material 
Solutions 

(Manufacturing)

7-9 Digital 
Technologies

8-9 Food 
Technology

8 Control
Systems & 

CAD

9 Motion
Systems & 

CAD



Subject Pathways   Visual Arts

SACE Stage 1 
Visual Arts -

Design

SACE Stage 2 Visual Arts 
(Art or Design)

SACE Stage 1 Visual 
Arts – Art

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

SACE Stage 2 
Media

SACE Stage 1 
Media

10 Media Arts: 
Advertising, 

Promotion and 
Advanced Film 

Production

9 Media Arts: 
Film 

Production, 
Digital film and 

New Media

10 Visual Arts –
Painting, Drawing, 
Printmaking and 

Sculpture

Year 7-9 Visual Arts –
Painting, Drawing, 
Printmaking and 

Sculpture

10 Visual Arts –
Contemporary Craft 

& Design

Year 7-9 Visual Arts 
– Contemporary 
Craft & Design



Subject Pathways   Physical Education

SACE Stage 2 
Physical 

Education

SACE Stage 1 
Physical 

Education

10 Sports Science

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

9 Sport in the 
Community

10 Physical Education

7-9 Physical Education



Subject Pathways   Health & PD

7-8 Wings

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

9 Rite Journey

10 Purposely Well

SACE Stage 1 Health and Wellbeing

SACE Stage 2 Health and Wellbeing



Subject Pathways   Enterprise

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

SACE Stage 2 
Accounting

SACE Stage 1 
Accounting

SACE Stage 2 
Legal studies

SACE Stage 1 
Legal studies

SACE Stage 2 
Business 

Innovation

SACE Stage 1 
Business 

Innovation

10 Enterprise & 
Law

9 Enterprise

SACE Stage 1 
Personal 

Learning Plan 
(Year 10 

compulsory)

7-10 Humanities



Subject Pathways   Languages

10 Indonesian 
(SACE Stage 1)

10 Japanese (SACE 
Stage 1)

Ideal pathway

Possible pathway

11 Indonesian 
(SACE Stage 2)

11 Japanese (SACE 
Stage 2)

7-9 Indonesian 7-9 Japanese

SACE Stage 1 
Chinese 

(Background 
speakers)

SACE Stage 2 
Chinese 

(Background 
speakers)



ATAR: Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank

The ATAR is an indicator of how well a student has performed 

relative to other students in the Australia-wide cohort. It is the 

primary measure for entry into undergraduate-entry university 

programs in Australia. To obtain an ATAR students must 

complete the SACE, ensuring that a minimum of 90 credits 

are achieved in Stage 2 subjects. Certain VET courses qualify 

for 20 Stage 2 credits toward the ATAR. 

Core Subjects

Core subjects are compulsory subjects that all St John’s 

Grammar School students undertake. The core subjects 

change at different year levels, although English and 

Mathematics remain core subjects from Years 7 – 11. 

Electives

Subjects that students choose to study. Electives at different 

year levels are offered as semester-long or year-long courses. 

SACE

The South Australian Certificate of Education.

SACE Credits

The SACE is a credit-based qualification. Students must gain 

at least 200 credits to be awarded the SACE. Credits are 

awarded both at Stage 1 and Stage 2 level; these correspond 

with Year 11 and Year 12 level courses respectively. A 10-credit 

subject consists of approximately 60 hours of programmed 

teaching and learning time, and is generally considered to 

be a one-semester or half-year subject. A 20-credit subject 

consists of approximately 120 hours of programmed teaching 

and learning time, and is generally considered to be a full-

year subject. Stage 1 credits contribute to the 200 total credits 

required for SACE completion, but cannot contribute toward 

a student’s ATAR.

Stage 1 

Is usually undertaken in Year 11. There are three compulsory 

Stage 1 requirements that most students complete in Year 10 

and 11: Achieving a C grade or higher in the PLP in Year 10, 

plus two semesters of Stage 1 English, and achieving a C grade 

or higher in at least one semester of Stage 1 Mathematics. 

Stage 2 

Is usually undertaken in Year 12. Following Stage 1, students 

earn the remainder of the 200 credits they need to complete 

their SACE. To achieve the SACE, at least 60 of the 200 credits 

must be earned in Stage 2, and these must be three 20-credit 

(full-year) subjects, or the VET equivalent.

Vocational Education and Training (VET)

Any training and assessment delivered by a registered training 

organisation that meets the requirements specified in national 

industry/enterprise training packages or in accredited courses. 

VET operates through training packages and state-accredited 

courses that are nationally recognised and registered by the 

National Training Information Service (NTIS).

Web Preferences 

An online application through which students and parents 

enter students’ subject selections. Information, including 

your child’s log in and subject selection instructions, will be 

distributed in Term 3. 

Subject Selection Glossary
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